Growing Ideas into Action Handout

Growing Ideas Tipsheet topic: _________________________________

Date: ___________________ Completed by: ____________________

As you read the first page of the tipsheet, please think about and answer this question: “What did I learn and want to remember?”

After reading the second page of the tipsheet, please list the ideas you want to try:

Select one of these ideas and determine how you are going to move from Ideas into Action in your setting. Please complete your plan below:

Activity to try:

When:

Who:

How:

Finally, think about and answer, “What do I still want to know?” Visit the Selected Resources and Virtual Toolkit sections for each tipsheet topic, where available, for additional information.

Do you have a professional development plan? As you read the Growing Ideas Tipsheets and complete these handouts, consider placing them in your professional development portfolio to document this work.
